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Chapter 01

Cappelen Dimyr is a creative collective based in Copenhagen and 
Malmö. The brand was founded in 2018, with the aim to offer a quiet 
yet contemporary and luxe line of handmade rugs with the unique 
design dna: conscious, crafted and personal. Cappelen Dimyr rugs 
are sold exclusively at www.cappelendimyr.com and through selected 
wholesale partners around the world.

The Cappelen Dimyr journey started in India, where the meeting 
between the local people’s knowledge and craftsmanship and the 
unique Cappelen Dimyr design created the foundation of the brand.

We place sustainability as a core pillar in everything we do and 
our approach is to think holistically about our items and that each 
manufacturing process respects people and the planet. We work solely 
with natural fibers and unbleached qualities and define luxury by merging 
nature’s best materials with our design. Our factories are certified by 
Good Weave Certification and The Certification of Care & Fair.

Our rugs are designed with the modern bohem in focus. Colors 
are natural and carefully curated together with the finest qualities 
that together creates an organic imperfection. We strive to create 
a contemporary cosiness and want our rugs to be the starting 
element of a personal and conscious home. We find inspiration in 
the natural elements and crafts from all over the world. The identity 
of the Cappelen Dimyr design is a cross between the ‘quietude’ 
evoked by the natural materials of classic Scandinavian design and a 
sophisticated bohemian look.

The first Chapter of 6 different rugs, all represents the signature 
world of Cappelen Dimyr where eclectic, soft, bohemian and 
contemporary mixes into a modern curation. Lush, dimensional, 
signature high pile rugs merge the techniques of hand-knotting and 
hand-weaving. Soft neutrals of beiges, browns and off-whites are in the 
core of the collection and together with the creative yet soft patterns 
they create the iconic esthetics of Cappelen Dimyr.



A true decorative statement piece. Works as a wall hanged object as well as a floor rug. It’s hand knotted in natural and unbleached wool 
in a soft off-white. The curved triumph arc shape and variations in the high and low pile lengths creates a poetic and bohemian pattern. A 
long fringe edge elevates the end line and adds an arty and ethnic detail.

Size: 85x120 & 120x180 cm
Color: Natural
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Materiel: 85% Wool, 15% Cotton
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2300
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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A decorative hand-knotted rug in natural wool. The soft irregular pattern creates a vivid and intriguing feel. The rug is in natural and 
unbleached wool in a soft off-white. A long fringe edge elevates the end line and adds an arty and ethnic detail.

Size: 220x280 & 280x360cm
Color: Natural
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Material: 85% Wool, 15% Cotton
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2400
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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No. 03 is a contemporary yet timeless hand-knotted rug in natural wool. The soft fields of shaggy wool pattern creates an organic and 
bohemian vibe to this signature piece. The rug is in 100% natural and unbleached wool in a soft grey/beige. A braided chunky fringe 
edge elevates the end line and adds an arty and ethnic detail. 

Size: 230x280 & 290x350 cm
Color: Natural/grey
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Materiel: 85% Wool, 15% Cotton 
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2400 
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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No. 04 is a decorative hand-knotted pile in natural wool. The soft irregular pattern creates a vivid and intriguing feel. The rug is in 100% 
natural and un bleached New Zeeland wool in a dark mole. A long fringe edge elevates the end line and adds an arty and ethnic detail.
 

Size: 220x280 & 280x360 cm
Color: Dark Mole
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Material: 85% Wool, 15% Cotton 
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2400 
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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A decorative hand-knotted rug in natural wool. The soft irregular pattern creates a vivid and intriguing feel. The rug is in natural and 
unbleached wool in a soft off-white. A long fringe edge elevates the end line and adds an arty and ethnic detail.

Size: 230x280 & 290x350 cm
Color: Off white
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Material: 85% Wool, 15% Cotton 
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2400 
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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No.06, a continuation of the iconic No.01 in a limited and luxe edition. The soft low pile has been hand knotted by the craftsmen with 
approximately 90 knots per inch which creates this true piece art. The curved triumph shape and the soft contrast between the dark grey 
and creme beige creates an eclectic and bold signature piece. A long fringe edge elevates the end line and adds an arty detail.  

Size: 85x120 & 120x180 cm
Color: Natural
Construction: Hand-Knotted
Material: Wool, Warp: Cotton
GSM (Gross Weight per Sq.Mtr): 2400 
Pile Height: 25 mm
Origin: India
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Jacob Cappelen Holst
jacob@cappelendimyr.com
+46(0)709810066

Contact & Sales



www.cappelendimyr.com


